
Erasmus stay in Pecs 
 

I was very happy that I had received a place to travel 
abroad with Erasmus and looked forward to moving to 
Pecs, I consider myself blessed to have had this 
opportunity.  Upon my arrival I was surprised by the 
beautiful hilly scenery of the city.  My Erasmus buddy 
met me at the bus station and took me to the Szanto 
Dormitory by car, where she stayed with me until I 
complete the registration process.  My first impressions 
were definitely positive ones.  
 

I completed my 5th year of Medical School at the University of Pecs and so lived in Hungary for about 10 
months.  My overall Erasmus experience was definitely a time that I will look back upon and have good 
memories from. I’ll share my thoughts about the city of Pecs and the university in the upcoming 
paragraphs. 
 

I really enjoyed Pecs’ beautiful city centre area – it’s an 
absolute joy to walk around the pedestrianised zone.  
The city centre 
has a really nice, 
friendly feel to it 
and has an 
interesting old 
church (which is 
a former 
mosque from 

the Ottoman occupation period) as one of its central pieces.  The 
beautiful old buildings are nicely renovated and the area exudes 
culture and age, 
 
I am amazed by the fact that a city this size (Pecs isn’t a very big 
city) is so utterly saturated with culture.  There is a lot of historical 
culture available to see, including the beautiful Zsolnay Cultural 
Quarter where the grounds of the famous Zsolnay ceramic factory 
are, the Zsolnay Mausoleum, the Zsolnay Museum, the Basilica (a 
beautiful 4 spired church with a history spanning 800 years), 
Hungary’s first university (founded in 1367, which is now the 
University of Pecs) and the Downtown Candlemas Church of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary (which was formerly the mosque of Pasha 
Qasim), just to name a few, but there are even more museums that 
I haven’t mentioned.  Among more modern culture are the Vasarely 
Museum which contains the artworks of internationally known, 
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Pecs born artist, Vásárhelyi Győző, later known as Victor Vasarely.  
Then there is the Csontvary Museum, with the works of Tivadar 
Csontváry Kusztka, with his beautiful and large scale painting, 
Baalbek, on display. Then there is the Pannon Philharmonic 
Orchestra and the beautiful Kodaly Centre, a modern concert hall.  
These are just some of the culturally valuable treasures of Pecs. 
 
I was studying on the English program and found the program to be 
good.  The teachers were generally accessible and would be willing 
to answer questions that we may have had.  I found the general 
atmosphere from the teachers to be good, with openness on their 
part.  I really enjoyed studying with students from many different 
countries around the world.  This was something that I also 
enjoyed where I lived, in the Szanto Dormitory, in the wing for 
foreign students.  There were people from many countries and I 
liked the multicultural atmosphere.  I had the opportunity to try 
the foods of other countries from some of the people I had met 
here.  I also made friends at the Seventh-Day Adventist Church I 
was attending, people who I got on with and who I’ll be sad to 
leave behind. 
 
To anyone who is a lover 
of beauty, music, visual 
arts, culture, history, not 
to mention hiking, I would 
recommend Pecs as a 
destination for their 
Erasmus stay.  The 

university here is big, the city is youthful and attractive, and there 
are plenty of events organised which can enrich the educational 
depth of anyone interested in culture. 
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